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BODMAS Rule 
Put brackets around the part of your formula that you need calculated first: e.g. if you needed to multiply 
the two cells B2 and C2, then divide your answer by 2, the formula would be entered = (B2*C2)/2 

Type of Calculation Required Symbol Example 
Addition + =B2+B3 
Subtraction ̶ =B2-B3 
Multiplication * =B2*B3 
Division / =B2/B3 

Tip:  Formulas can be copied to other cells using Auto Fill, just drag your answer along the required cell range 

Absolute Cell Reference  
You use Absolute Cell Referencing when you need to calculate a range of cells by a single cell. When creating your 
formula, select the absolute cell then press the [F4] keyboard key (Dollar symbols lock that cell) e.g. =B2/$C$2 
 
Statistical Functions  

Logic Explanation Example 
=AVERAGE (Cell Range) Finds the average of values in a range of cells =AVERAGE(C2:C10) 
=MAX (Cell Range) Finds the highest value in a range of cells =MAX(C2:C10) 
=MIN (Cell Range) Finds the lowest value in a range of cells =MIN(C2:C10) 
=SUM (Cell Range) Adds the figures in a range to find the SUM total =SUM(C2:C10) 
=COUNT (Cell Range) Counts the number of numerical items in a cell range  =COUNT(C2:C10) 
=COUNTA (Cell Range) Counts the number of text items in a range of cells =COUNTA(C2:C10) 
=COUNTBLANK (Cell Range) Counts the number of blank cells in a range of cells =COUNTBLANK(C2:C10) 

 
=SUMIF (Cell Range,Criteria) Adds figures in a range if they comply with a criteria =SUMIF(C2:C10,”>100”) 
=COUNTIF (Cell Range,Criteria) Counts figures in a range if they comply with a criteria =COUNT(C2:C10,”>100”) 

 
Text Functions  

Logic Explanation Example 
=UPPER(Select cell) Converts text in selected cell to UPPERCASE =UPPER(C2) 
=LOWER(Select cell) Converts text in selected cell to lowercase =LOWER(C2) 
=PROPER(Select cell) Converts text in selected cell to Title / Proper Case =PROPER(C2) 
=CELL1&CELL2 Merges text from 2 cells into 1 cell (No space) = C2&C3 
=CELL1&“ ”&CELL2 Merges text from 2 cells in into 1 cell (with a space) = C2&“ ”&C3 
=TRIM(Select cell) Removes unwanted (excess) spaces from text =TRIM(C2) 
=LEFT(cell,1) Takes specified no. of characters from the left of a cell =LEFT(C2,1) 
=RIGHT(cell,4) Takes specified no. of characters from the right of a cell =RIGHT(C2,4) 
=MID(cell,2,2)  Starting at a specified character takes no. of characters  =MID(C2,2,2) 
=EXACT(cell,cell) Compares two cells to see if they match EXACTLY =EXACT(C2,C3) 

 

Round Functions  
Logic Explanation Examples: 2 = 2 decimals 
=ROUND (Cell,Decimals) Rounds a figure to a specified number of decimals =ROUND (C3,2) 
=ROUNDUP (Cell,Decimals) Rounds UP a figure to a specified number of decimals =ROUNDUP (C3,2) 
=ROUNDDOWN (Cell,Decimals) Rounds DOWN a figure to a specified no. of decimals =ROUNDDOWN (C3,2) 
=INT(Cell) Just removes all decimal places (no rounding involved) =INT(Cell) 
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IF Functions – An IF function is a logical function that looks at the value in a cell and checks if it agrees 
with your criteria, if it does agree with your criteria it displays one result, and another result if not.  
E.g. A test may have a pass mark of 50, so if the score > 50 then display a Pass result and if not a Fail 

Example =IF(C2>50,”Pass”,”Fail”)      |   Note: Any text values must be shown in  “ inverted commas “ 
Logic =IF(Cell Criteria , Result if True , Result if False) 
Explanation If the value in cell C2 is greater than 50 display the word Pass if not display Fail 

Nested IF Functions – We use a nested if function when there are more than two results possible 

Example =IF(C2>70,”Distinction”,IF(C2>50,”Pass”,”Fail”)) 
Logic =IF(Cell Criteria , Result if True , IF(Cell Criteria , Result if True , Result if not)) 
Explanation IF C2 is greater than 70, display Distinction, if greater than 50 display Pass , if not Fail 

AND/OR IF Functions – We use an AND/OR IF function when there maybe two or more possible 
criteria’s that we need to check. E.g if someone works in the Sales department & earns over £20,000 

Example =IF(AND(C2=”Sales”,C3>20000),”Yes”,”No”) Note: AND = has to be both criteria | OR = can be either criteria 
Logic =IF(AND(Cell Criteria 1 , Cell Criteria 2 ) , Result if True , Result if not ) 
Explanation IF C2 is equal to Sales AND C3 is greater than 20,000 , Display Yes if its true and No if not 
Note AND: Cell must comply with ALL criteria to be true | OR: True if any of the criteria comply 

VLOOKUP – A VLOOKUP function looks up a unique reference number/code, then displays data associated 
with that reference in a data table/range. E.g. Look up a stock code and tell me the item it represents (or 
how many items are left in stock etc). There are four parts to a VLOOKUP as shown below 

Example =VLOOKUP(C2,$B$5:$E$14,2,0) 
Logic =VLOOKUP(Ref Cell , Table or range of data , 2 = Column 2 , 0 = Exact match required) 
Explanation Look up the ref in C2, Check it in the range B5:E14, Display column 2 , Needs Exact match 
Note V = Vertical | 0 = There must be an exact match | 1 = Display nearest alternative to match  

Named Ranges – Instead of selecting a cell range within a formula, you can give that cell range a name 
e.g. sales and use the name instead. So instead of =SUM(B2:B20) you could use =SUM(sales) 

Name a range Select cell range > Formulas tab > Name Manager > New > Name range e.g. sales > OK 
Amend range Formulas tab > Name Manager > Select required Range > Edit or Delete as required > OK 
Note Named ranges must start with a text character. No spaces. No duplicate names allowed 

Date Functions 

Current Date:  =TODAY() Show Day:  =DAY(Cell) Show Month:  =MONTH(Cell) Show Year:  =YEAR(Cell) 

Formula Auditing – There are some great buttons located on the Formulas tab (Formula Auditing group) 
e.g. Trace Precedents / Trace Dependents etc, that will help you to audit your formulas or check for errors 

 Select a cell containing a formula:   = Arrows point to any cells used in that formula 
 Select any cell:    = Arrows point to any cells that Depend on that cell for its formula 

 Removes any arrows displaying Precedents or Dependents 
 Displays all formulas used on the worksheet instead of answers to formulas 

 

Tip:  If you make a mistake when entering a formula, simply press the Escape key to clear it, then have another go 


